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Market Price Indications 
Only 

Last Year 12 May 18 May 25 May 1 June 

London Wht (£/mt) 
 (Jul 17 contract) 

106.75 149.90 148.95 143.50 141 

UK SoyMeal  
ex Humberside SPOT 

247 291 288 288 288 

UK Rapemeal  
Ex Liverpool SPOT 

191 182 185 189 186 

UK Wheatfeed  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

109 127 123 121 121 

UK Barley  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

107 133 133 133 135 

Currency £/$ 1.4408 1.2850 1.3015 1.2935 1.2885 

 
WHEAT: UK wheat supported by the falling pound.  
 Politics and uncertainty are causing a weak pound and support for UK wheat prices. This unavoidable looks set to steer the medium term 

price action. 

 The UK crop potential will become more readily quantifiable as harvest approaches; with a wide range of current estimates - but first we 
have to endure the continued uncertainty throughout the potentially pivotal month of June.  

 The EU Commission has marginally reduced their European soft wheat crop estimate, still up from last year, but showing inventories could 
fall to their lowest across Europe in 4 years (when prices were substantially higher) – 300kmt tighter than this year.  

 French wheat crop condition ratings improved 1% from last week, for both spring and winter (now at 87% and 76% respectively). 

 French prices are consolidating just above the recent contract lows made in March; highlight global prices are still relatively low. 

 US winter wheat crop ratings have fallen again this week, to 50% G-E, from 52%, and spring wheat ratings are published for the first time 
this year, at 62% (79% G-E last year). Harvest in Texas is over 1/5 complete, with the chance of rains slowing harvest and affecting quality. 

 Canadian planting continues to be slow as some areas have received twice their monthly rainfall for May and cold night-time temps.  

 Egypt’s GASC bought 180kmt of wheat for July shipment: 60kmt from Romania and 120kmt from Russia. 

 Russian wheat stocks are 18.6% higher than the same time last year, after poor export sales. This is expected to add additional price 
pressure come harvest – but could help offset the reduced US supply. 

 Argentine wheat production expectations have been set higher than last year by the Agricultural ministry, stating an estimate of 20Mmt 
for the crop that is being sown at the moment, up from 18.4Mmt this season. 
 

BARLEY: Discount to wheat looks attractive 

 The EU Commission’s adjustment to the barley S&D were more substantial than the wheat change, dropping the crop by 4.6% - almost 
unchanged from this year’s crop figure. 

 Spanish drought conditions likely to get worse than improve, with estimates that the wheat and barley crop could reduce further. 
 

MAIZE/CORN: Brazilian question marks grow 

 Rainfall over the long weekend was lower than some had feared, with forecasts improving too, helping to keep US market prices subdued 
and within the very tight recent range. US futures for July have now been trading within a 19$c range since early March. 

 US plantings are reported to be 91% complete, up from 84% last week and 1% behind the 5-yr average. Asking just how much of that 
needs to be re-sown or will be abandoned (5 June is the official date taken for prevented planted insurance across most of the mid-west).  

 The first national US corn crop condition report for the season came out towards to lower end of expectations, with 65% G-E. 

 Brazilian weather forecasts have turn much dryer, which will start to ask questions of the higher corn production estimates. 

 The EU commission reduced the corn crop estimate by 2.2Mmt this month, down to 64.2Mmt (but still above this year’s 60.6Mmt). 
 

WHEATFEED: Continues to look good value compared grains   
 The nearby market feels to be in a fine balance at the moment, there are no huge volumes of spot loads needing to find homes, but no big 

volume buyers either. The market moves on very small volumes though and it wouldn’t take much to push prices either way. 
 

SOYMEAL: South American currency drops helps push market under $300 
 Geopolitical issues are the major influencers for the soya market, both for UK cash terms and the global market. Helping to push meal 

under the $300 mark for the first time since October 2016. 

 Argentina’s Peso looks to retest last week’s lows, whilst the Brazilian Real has strengthened a little on calls for Temer to be impeached. 

 The Argentine exchange rate will have a more influential effect on the global meal market, and the Real on beans, as it’s Argentina who is 
the world single largest exported of meal to the global market. The 3 day port workers’ strike has had very limited impact to prices. 

 Chinese demand for beans is said to be waning after a strong run of bean imports throughout the crop year so far, as crush margins are 
said to be under pressure. With this we could see an increased chance of Chinese cancellations as a result.  

 US bean plantings are reported to be 67% complete, slightly behind both last year’s pace (71%) and the 5-yr average (68%). 

 US export sales have been delayed until tomorrow, due to the long weekend, but with only one flash reported last week, the outright 
numbers should reflect the broader seasonal decline.  
 

RAPEMEAL: Tracking Soymeal, under pressure from Suns  
 UK prices of May-June-July Rapemeal continue to fall as cheaper Soya and sunflower take preference. 

 The EU cuts the European rapeseed expectations by 300kmt, to 21.9Mmt. 
 

The information contained within this report is given in good faith and without liability. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
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